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MRI= magnetic resonance imaging 磁共振成像 
NMR= nuclear magnetic resonance 核磁共振 
CT= computed tomography X 射线断层扫描 
PET= positron emission tomography 正电子发射断层扫描 
SPECT =single photo emission computed tomography 单光子发射断层扫描 
DWI= diffusion weighted imaging 扩散加权成像 
DTI=diffusion tensor imaging 扩散张量成像 
SWI= susceptibility weighted imaging 磁化率加权成像 
MT= magnetization transfer 磁化转移 
SAR= specific absorption rate 特定吸收率 
DCE=dynamic contrast enhancement 动态对比度增强 
fMRI =functional magnetic resonance imaging 功能磁共振成像 
BOLD =blood oxygen level dependent  血氧水平依赖 
DFT =discrete Fourier transform 离散傅里叶变换 
SEMs= spatial encoding magnetic fields 空间编码磁场 
EPI =echo planner imaging 平面回波成像 
PNS =peripheral nerve stimulation 周围神经刺激 
ROI= region of interest  感兴趣的区域 
SE-EPI=spin-echo echo planner imaging 自旋回波平面回波成像 
GE-EPI=gradient-echo echo planner imaging 梯度回波平面回波成像 
rFOV=reduced field-of-view 小视野 
TR= repetition time 重复时间 
TE=echo time 回波时间 
SW=spectral width 谱宽 
FATSAT= fat presaturation 脂肪预饱和 
















STIR=short T1 inversion recovery  短 T1 反转恢复饱和法 
FIFO=first-in-first-out 先编码先解码 
FILO=first-in-last-out 先编码后解码 




PSF=point spread function 点扩散函数 
SVD=singular value decomposition 奇异值分解 
SPEN=spatiotemporally encoded imaging 时空编码成像 
2DRF=two-dimensional radiofrequency pulse 二维射频脉冲 
NSA=effective number of signal averages 有效信号平均数 
SNR=signal-to-noise ratio 信噪比 
CNR=contrast-to-noise ratio 对比度噪声比 
IDEAL=iterative decomposition of water and fat with 
echo asymmetric and least-squares estimation 
一种脂水分离迭代算法 
T1=longitudinal relaxation time 纵向弛豫时间 
T2=transverse relaxation time 横向弛豫时间 
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Image reconstruction for spatiotemporally encoded MRI 




In spatiotemporally encoded (SPEN) MRI, the information of proton density 
distribution is encoded by a linear frequency swept pulse (chirp pulse). The chirp 
pulse is acting in conjunction with a linear gradient field and the spins with different 
off-resonance frequencies are sequentially excited and dephased, forming a quadratic 
phase modulation about the position and off-resonance frequency at the end of 
excitation.  After that, another gradient field that is in opposite polarity with the 
encoding one is implemented to sequentially unravel and refocus the phase of the 
spins at different locations and of different species, producing SPEN signals with 
spatial and spectral selectivity. 
Attributed to the special characteristics of SPEN signal with regard to the 
traditional Fourier encoded one, a lot of new applications can be achieved with this 
novel MRI scheme. The immunity of the SPEN signals to the artifacts induced by 
various off-resonance effects in ultrafast single-shot imaging is studied, including 
distortions of image geometry and signal intensity, as well as the half-FOV ghosts. A 
new high-resolution algorithm is proposed for single-echo water-fat separation, which 
is an application of SPEN chemical shift MRI. 
Another focus of this thesis is to discuss the image reconstruction in single-shot 
SPEN MRI. The spatial selectivity of the SPEN signals enables us to obtain a rough 
profile of the object without reconstruction. However, with the commonly used 
quadratic modulation intensity, the definition of this profile cannot meet the 
requirements for anatomical diagnosis. Therefore high-resolution reconstruction is 
very important for SPEN MRI. Three reconstruction methods are introduced in this 
















transform. By comparing the point spread functions and the ideal signal-to-noise ratio 
profiles of these methods, the advantages and disadvantages of each of them are 
discussed. 
Keywords: nonlinear phase encoding; spatiotemporal encoding; quadratic phase 
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